
 

 

RS SWITCH ROUTER RapidOS  
Documentation Errata Sheet 

Version 9.4 
This document describes all of the changes that have been made to the documentation since 
release.  

The following table lists the changes made, what documents were affected, and the date that the 
changes were implemented.  

Date 
Document 
Changed 

Chapter 
Page 
# 

Description of Change 
Doc 
Revision  

8/26/03 
CLI 
Reference 

85- 
Statistics 85-31 

Note was added providing further description of the 
“Routed Bytes” field in the command output. 0B 

8/26/03 
CLI 
Reference 59 - Port 59-6 

Support for “port force-link-up” command removed 
for ATM ports. 0B 

9/21/03 
CLI 
Reference 

87 - System 87-40 
The maximum number of DNS servers allowed is 
increased from 3 to 6. 

0B 

3/9/03 
CLI 
Reference 

IPX - 32   Lack of support for IPX in RapidOS is documented 0B 

3/9/03 User Guide  multiple   
Due to lack of support for IPX in RapidOS, the IPX 
configuration chapter is removed as well as all 
references to any IPX routing capacity.  

0B 

10/7/03 User Guide WAN 32-26 Removed the IMUX section. 0B 

10/7/03 CLI Ref Port   Port show mvst info command removed. 0B 

10/7/03 CLI Ref Statistics   
Corrected definition of “IP table misses” parameter 
of the “statistics show port-stats” command. 0B 

10/7/03 CLI Ref Port 6 
Removed support for “port force-link-up” command 
on ATM interface. 0B 

10/8/03 CLI Ref System 16 

The following line was removed from the “system 
image copy” command description because it is not 
supported: “additionally, files can be copied from 
primary to backup Control Modules.” 

0B 

10/14/03 CLI Ref QoS 50-60 

Split up and added QoS WRED commands. Now 
there are 7 QoS WRED commands:  

asm, exp-weight, input, one-p-weight, output, size-
weight, and tos-precedence-weight. 

0B 

10/14/03 User Guide QoS 11 
Rewrote WRED section to reflect the current state 
of the QoS WRED command. Changed and 
components were added. 

0B 

10/15/03 CLI Ref QoS 47-55 Added all qos show wred asm-related commands: 0B 



 

 

asm, asm-precedence, exp-weight, input, one-p, 
output, size-weight, tos-precedence-weight. 

10/17/03 User Guide MPLS   
Replaced the MPLS chapter with a new version, 
containing the VPLS over MPLS (TLS) configuration 
ingformation. 

0B 

10/23/03 User Guide OSPF   Removed section on OSPF monitor  0B 

10/23/03 CLI Guide OSPF   

Removed the following commands:  
ospf monitor interfaces 
ospf monitor neighbors 
ospf monitor routes 
ospf monitor version 
ospf create-monitor destinations  

0B 

10/27/03 
Message 
Reference 

SYS 
Messages 65-57 

Added new fatal message:   

%SYS-F-BADRANGEFLUSH cache flush with bad 
range '<integer_value>', at virtual address 
'0x<hex_value>'  

0B 

10/27/03 
RS 3x00 
GSG  

HW Install  2  Changed height dimension to 3.25 in. 0B 

11/03/03 User Guide 
DHCP 
Chapter  

9-3 

Added following note to "superscope" section:  
Ensure that the superscope is not associated with 
multiple interfaces. DHCP packets will not be able 
to be sent on different subnets if they exist on 
different physical interfaces.  

0B 

11/03/03 
CLI 
Reference  

DHCP 
Chapter  

16-2 

Added following information under Restrictions:  
Ensure that the superscope is not associated with 
multiple interfaces. DHCP packets will not be able 
to be sent on different subnets if they exist on 
different physical interfaces.  

0B 

11/03/03 User Guide 
Service 
Chapter 

33-18  
Changed memory capabilities in the ASM section 
from 512 Mbytes to:  "32 Mbytes per-port per-
direction." 

0B 

11/03/03 User Guide 
Bridging 
Chapter 

6-31 
Added that customer BPDUs can be translated if 
the stp set forward-tagged-bpdu command is 
enabled.  

0B 

12/16/03 
CLI 
Reference  ISIS    

Removed the following commands from ISIS 
chapter because ISIS restart is not currently 
supported: isis set restart helper {enable | disable}, 
isis set restart restart {enable | disable}, isis set 
restart t1-retries <numretries>', isis set restart t1-
timer <numseconds>, isis set restart t2-timer 
<numseconds>, isis set max-metric, isis show 
restart 
 
Commands were saved in chapter 
"CLI_ISIS_restart_version  

0B 

1/04/04  
CLI 
Reference  

ATM OAM  7-16 

Added two options to the "atm define service" 
command. Options control the OAM cell thresholds 
for bringing a VC up or taking it down. Options are: 
"oam-vc-goes-up-threshold" and "oam-goes-down-
threshold."  

0B 



 

 

1/07/04  
CLI 
Reference  

Radius 
commands   

Bug was filed against docs because we said "can 
have only 5 RADIUS servers specified." The 
number of RADIUS servers is now unlimited.  

0B 

1/07/04  User Guide 
Radius 
commands 

  
Bug was filed against docs because we said "can 
have only 5 RADIUS servers specified." The 
number of RADIUS servers is now unlimited.  

0B 

1/21/04  
CLI 
Reference  

ip-policy 
show 
command 

34-15  
Definition for "cnt" has been changed to: Specifies 
the number of packets that have been sent to the 
CPU – that is, the 1st packet in a flow.  

0B 

1/21/04  
CLI 
Reference  

bgp set 
compare-
med  

8-1 & 
8-12  

Corrected definition and the meaning of the 
parameter "confed."  Also add the command "bgp 
set compare-med" to the table of commands on 
page 8-1  

0B 

            

  


